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To summarize our Supplementary Material: In Sec. 1
we report more experiment results of our method. Then, in
Sec. 2 we provide more qualitative visualizations. Follow-
ing that, we provide more implementation details in Sec. 3,
and a summary of our codebook reconstruction algorithm
in Sec. 4. Next, we provide the proof of Eq. 4 of the main
paper in Sec. 5. Lastly, we discuss some possible future
directions in Sec. 6.

1. More Experiments
Here, we report more experiment results on the Phoenix-
2014T dev and test sets.
Impact of Context Prediction Pre-training. We con-
duct further investigations on VQ-Sign’s context predic-
tion pre-training by comparing against the following base-
line: Ours (w/ Autoencoding) where we learn a discrete
character-level codebook with a VQ-VAE [7] approach, i.e.,
via video self-reconstruction. Specifically, we follow [14]
to conduct video autoencoding, and perform this autoen-
coding pre-training for approximately the same amount of
time as our VQ-Sign’s context prediction pre-training. As
shown in Tab. 1, our proposed method significantly outper-
forms the baseline. This shows that pre-training the discrete
character-level codebook via the context prediction task is
more effective than autoencoding, which can be difficult for
high-dimensional and complex videos.

Table 1. Ablation study of context prediction pre-training.

Method Dev Test
B1 B2 B3 B4 B1 B2 B3 B4

Ours (w/ Autoencoding) 42.84 32.41 25.63 21.00 41.27 30.73 24.17 19.80
Ours 46.88 36.59 29.91 25.25 45.21 34.78 28.05 23.40

Impact of Discrete Characteristics. To verify the impact
of discrete characteristics, we further investigate the follow-
ing baselines: 1) Continuous Representation where we
feed the continuous outputs Z of the visual encoder Ev into
the LLM without discretizing using the discrete character-
level codebook. Note that, we train Ev in an end-to-end

† Equal contribution; ‡ Corresponding author

manner with Lsim. 2) Continuous Representation (w/
Lcp) where we additionally pre-train the visual encoder Ev

via the context prediction loss Lcp, and then fine-tune Ev

via Lsim. Furthermore, since these continuous baselines are
unable to use the codebook reconstruction, for fair compar-
ison, we further report results of a discrete baseline: Dis-
crete Representation (w/o Codebook Reconstruction).
As shown in Tab. 2, the continuous baselines show signif-
icantly worse performance than the discrete settings, even
when directly compared with the discrete baseline where
codebook reconstruction is not used. These results show
the efficacy of imparting discrete characteristics to the sign
video representations.

Table 2. Ablation study of discrete characteristics.

Method Dev Test
B1 B2 B3 B4 B1 B2 B3 B4

Continuous Representation 26.95 17.04 12.11 9.41 25.63 16.10 11.20 8.42
Continuous Representation (w/ Lcp) 31.13 21.36 15.84 12.47 31.17 21.42 15.62 12.19
Discrete Representation (w/o Codebook Reconstruction) 40.45 30.40 24.07 19.79 40.25 30.05 23.63 19.47
Ours 46.88 36.59 29.91 25.25 45.21 34.78 28.05 23.40

Impact of CRA’s Design. Next, we verify the effectiveness
of our CRA module’s design. We compare against the fol-
lowing baselines: 1) Ours w/o Pre-processing where we
do not pre-process our character-level token sequence to re-
move repeated tokens before performing the codebook re-
construction. 2) Averaging Character-level Embeddings
where we combine character-level embeddings into word-
level embeddings by taking the average of the character-
level embeddings, instead of using the autoregressive model
to fuse them. As shown in Tab. 3, our method outperforms
all baselines, showing the efficacy of our designs.

Table 3. Ablation study of CRA’s designs.

Method Dev Test
B1 B2 B3 B4 B1 B2 B3 B4

Ours w/o Pre-processing 44.15 33.98 27.46 22.97 43.30 32.85 26.22 21.66
Averaging Character-level Embeddings 42.56 32.23 25.76 21.32 42.28 31.95 25.34 20.96
Ours 46.88 36.59 29.91 25.25 45.21 34.78 28.05 23.40

Inference Speed. Moreover, we investigate the inference
speed of our method on a set of videos whose average dura-
tion is around 3 seconds. We also report the inference speed
of a variant: Ours (w/ T5) where we adopt T5 [8] (T5-3B-
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Ground truth: heute nacht gibt es im norden und nordosten viele wolken örtlich regnet oder nieselt es etwas
(Tonight there will be a lot of clouds in the north and northeast, with some rain or drizzle in places)

Sign sentence: 𝑠!"#| 𝑠$%|𝑠&!'𝑠&(!𝑠&!'|𝑠!!%|𝑠$#|𝑠&!'𝑠!"#| 𝑠)#𝑠&!'|𝑠%*|𝑠!"# 𝑠!!%|𝑠&((𝑠&!'|𝑠!!%𝑠$$
Ground truth: am sonntag im norden noch wolkig und vor allem in küstennähe einzelne schauer

(On Sunday still cloudy in the north and a few showers, especially near the coast)
Sign sentence: 𝑠&!'𝑠!%"|𝑠&!'𝑠&(!𝑠&!'| 𝑠)#𝑠&!'|𝑠!!)|𝑠!"#𝑠&!'|𝑠!!%𝑠$$
Ground truth: und morgen wird es dann in der südosthälfte nochmal ähnlich werden wie heute allerdings im nordwesten bereits dichtere wolken

(And tomorrow in the southeast half it will be similar to today, although there will already be denser clouds in the northwest)
Sign sentence: 𝑠!!%𝑠() 𝑠!$# 𝑠!!%𝑠!*'|𝑠$#|𝑠&!' 𝑠!%) 𝑠!)*𝑠!%) 𝑠!"#|𝑠&!'𝑠&(!𝑠&!'|𝑠&(!𝑠!"#|𝑠!(%𝑠&!'

Ground truth: am mittwoch in der nordhälfte regenschauer richtung süden ist es freundlicher
(On Wednesday in the northern half of the rain showers towards the south it is friendlier)

Sign sentence: 𝑠&!' 𝑠"# 𝑠!*# 𝑠!%" 𝑠&(! 𝑠!"#𝑠&!' 𝑠!"#𝑠&!'|𝑠!(#𝑠&!'|𝑠!!%𝑠$$

Ground truth: in der südosthälfte deutschlands bleibt es morgen unter leichtem hochdruckeinfluss noch recht freundlich
(In the southeastern half of Germany it will remain quite friendly tomorrow with a slight influence of high pressure)

Sign sentence: 𝑠!!%𝑠)! 𝑠!'& 𝑠!"#𝑠&"* 𝑠!"# 𝑠!*'𝑠&!' 𝑠!%𝑠*! 𝑠!"#𝑠&!'|𝑠!(#𝑠&!'|𝑠!!%𝑠$$
Ground truth: richtung norden und westen ist es recht freundlich

(Towards the north and west it is quite friendly)
Sign sentence: 𝑠!!%𝑠!"# 𝑠&(!𝑠&!' 𝑠!(#𝑠&!'|𝑠!!%𝑠$$

Example 1: Sign Word [𝑠!"#𝑠!$"𝑠!"#] <---> German Word [im Norden] 

Example 2: Sign Word [𝑠"$%𝑠!"#|𝑠""&𝑠''] <---> German Word [recht Freundlich] 

Ground truth: sonst viel sonnenschein
(otherwise lots of sunshine)

Sign sentence: 𝑠!"#𝑠&"* 𝑠&!'𝑠!(# 𝑠!"#𝑠&#"𝑠&!'𝑠!!%𝑠$$
Ground truth: in der südwesthälfte morgen teils wolken teils längere zeit sonnenschein

(in the southwest tomorrow partly cloudy partly sunshine for a longer time)
Sign sentence: 𝑠!!%𝑠!"# 𝑠!*'𝑠!&) 𝑠&!'𝑠!"# 𝑠)#𝑠&!' 𝑠&("𝑠&!'|𝑠!"#𝑠&#"𝑠&!'𝑠!!%𝑠$$

Example 3: Sign Word [𝑠"(%𝑠!%(𝑠!"#𝑠""&𝑠''] <---> German Word [sonnenschein] 

Ground truth: und so erwartet uns eine mischung aus teilweise zähen nebelfeldern wolken und sonnenschein
(And so we can expect a mixture of partly thick fields of fog, clouds and sunshine)

Sign sentence: 𝑠&!'𝑠&#( 𝑠&"*𝑠!"# 𝑠&"#𝑠&#(𝑠!*!𝑠&#*|𝑠&!'𝑠&"&| 𝑠!$𝑠)#|𝑠&!'| 𝑠!"#𝑠&#"𝑠&!'𝑠!!%𝑠$$

Figure 1. Visualization of produced sign sentences. The character-level sign tokens are represented by si, and are composed into word-level
sign tokens based on the groupings denoted by the separator ‘|’. We highlight the correlated spoken language words in red and the word-
level tokens in blue. Overall, we find that the produced word-level sign tokens tend to correspond well with German words. Furthermore,
our CRA module can find complicated word-level tokens that are a combination of quite a few character-level tokens, as shown in Example
3 above.

64bit) as our LLM instead of LLaMA [11] (LLaMA-7B-
32bit). As illustrated in Tab. 4, our method is faster and
has better accuracy than the variant using T5. The smaller
size yet slower inference speed of T5-3B-64bit compared to
LLaMA-7B-32bit can be attributed to the structural differ-
ences between these two LLMs. Specifically, T5-3B-64bit
follows an encoder-decoder architecture, while LLaMA-
7B-32bit is a decoder-only model. Therefore, T5-3B-64bit
tends to require more time for inference due to its ad-
ditional processing steps during encoding. Overall, our
approach maintains rapid inference capabilities relative to
video length, while showing significant performance gains
compared to existing methods (as shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2
of main paper).

Results on Larger Dataset. Furthermore, we present re-
sults on the large How2Sign dataset [1]. Specifically, we

Table 4. Comparison of inference speed.

Method B4 SignLLM time (s) LLM time (s) Total time (s)
Ours (w/ T5) 22.51 0.53 4.94 5.47
Ours (w/ LLaMA) 23.40 0.53 1.92 2.45

follow the method outlined by [10], utilizing a pre-trained
Inflated 3D Convolutional Neural Network (I3D) as initial-
ization for our visual encoder. On the How2Sign dataset,
our approach achieves a slight improvement over the previ-
ous state-of-the-art [10] (10.32 BLEU4 vs. 8.03 BLEU4).

2. More Visualization

More Visualization of Sign Sentences. In Fig. 2 of
the main paper, we presented some visualizations of pro-
duced sign sentences, here we present more of such vi-



Ground truth: sonst ein wechsel aus sonne und wolken
(otherwise an alternation of sun and clouds)

Sign sentence: 𝑠!!"|𝑠!#$𝑠%#&|𝑠%!'𝑠%#!|𝑠%!'|𝑠!#$𝑠%$#|𝑠!#$𝑠($𝑠%!'|𝑠!!"𝑠))
Ground truth: auch am montag neben sonne zum teil schwere gewitter

(also on monday besides sun partly heavy thunderstorms)
Sign sentence: 𝑠!!"𝑠!&$𝑠*# 𝑠!"(𝑠!'%𝑠!"( 𝑠!#$𝑠%$# 𝑠%!'𝑠%#% 𝑠!#$𝑠' 𝑠%!' 𝑠%#%𝑠%!'|𝑠!!"𝑠))|

Sign Word [𝑠!"#𝑠$#"] <---> German Word [sonne]

Ground truth: besonders im südlichen bergland einzelne wärmegewitter
(Individual warm thunderstorms, especially in the southern mountains)

Sign sentence: 𝑠)"𝑠%#&𝑠%#$ 𝑠%!' 𝑠!#$𝑠!&'𝑠%!' 𝑠'!𝑠&! 𝑠!#$𝑠%!'|𝑠!!"𝑠))
Ground truth: im süden entladen sich später hier und da heftige gewitter

(In the south, violent thunderstorms erupt here and there later)
Sign sentence: 𝑠!#$𝑠!&'𝑠%!'|𝑠(!𝑠%!'|𝑠)(𝑠%!'|𝑠!#$ 𝑠%!'|𝑠!#$|𝑠%#%𝑠%!'|𝑠!!"𝑠))

Sign Word [𝑠!"#𝑠!%&𝑠$!&] <---> German Word [im süden] 

Figure 2. Visualization of sign tokens’ hierarchical structure. The
word-level sign tokens of interest are highlighted in blue and the
corresponding German words are highlighted in red. (Top) We ob-
serve a correspondence between a word-level sign token composed
from the character-level token sequence [s140s204], and the Ger-
man word [sonne]. (Bottom) We observe that, by replacing the
character-level token s204 with s173s213 for the word-level token
[s140s204], we can get a new word-level sign token [s140s173s213]
with a different meaning that corresponds with the German word
[im süden].

sualizations. In Fig. 1, we present visualizations of sign
sentences (comprised of word-level sign tokens) along-
side their corresponding spoken language sentences. The
ground truth German sentences are provided, as well as
the corresponding English translations (to facilitate under-
standing for readers who do not speak German). Over-
all, we observe significant correlations between the word-
level sign tokens produced by our CRA module and spo-
ken language words. For example, in the first example,
the word-level sign token [s213s251s213] consistently corre-
sponds to the German word sequence [im norden], while
in the second example, the word-level sign tokens [s150s213]
and [s116s88] consistently align with the German word se-
quence [recht Freundlich]. Moreover, in the third exam-
ple, we observe that our codebook reconstruction algorithm
can find longer sequences of character-level tokens, e.g.,
[s140s204s213s116s88] that corresponds to a specific German
word [sonnenshein]. These visualizations suggest that our
word-level sign tokens contain semantic meaning and also
show the efficacy of our optimal transport-based codebook
reconstruction algorithm.

Visualization of Sign Tokens’ Hierarchical Structure.
Next, we aim to visualize the hierarchical structure of the
produced sign tokens. In Fig. 2 we present visualizations of
sign sentences (composed of word-level sign tokens) along-
side their corresponding spoken language sentences. At
the top of Fig. 2, we observe that the combination of two
character-level sign tokens ([s140s204]) corresponds to the
German word ([sonne]). Next, at the bottom of Fig. 2,
we also observe that if the second character-level token
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Character-level Sign Tokens

Figure 3. Visualization of the usage frequency of the character-
level sign tokens in the character-level codebook.

is changed, i.e., modifying the sequence from [s140s204]
to [s140s173s213], then the sequence gets mapped to an-
other word-level sign token. Specifically, after the modi-
fication, the resulting word-level token gets mapped to an-
other German word ([im süden]) with a different mean-
ing. This suggests that individual character-level sign to-
kens (which may not contain much semantic meaning on
their own) are assembled to form word-level sign tokens
that are associated with specific semantic meaning. This
observed character-to-word relationship mirrors the hierar-
chical structure present in spoken languages.

Another example of hierarchical structure can be ob-
served between the top example of Fig. 2 with the Ger-
man Word [sonne] (i.e., “sun”) and the third example of
Fig. 1 with the German Word [sonnenschein] (i.e., “sun-
shine”). Specifically, the character-level token sequence
[s140s204] corresponds to the word [sonne]/sun, while ap-
pending a few character-level tokens to the sequence (to ob-
tain [s140s204s213s116s88]) makes it correspond to the word
[sonnenschein]/sunshine. This observed relationship be-
tween these two words also mirrors the hierarchical struc-
ture of spoken languages.

Visualization of Character-level Token Usage Fre-
quency. We calculate the frequency of each character-level
token in the training set and present their usage frequency
(as a percentage of all retrieved character-level tokens) in
Fig. 3. We observe that all character-level tokens have been
used and some tokens are used much more frequently than
others. This pattern aligns with the nature of spoken lan-
guage, where some characters are commonly used, and oth-
ers are used less often.



3. More Implementation Details
Here, we describe the prompting strategy we use to guide
the large language model (LLM) to focus on the sign lan-
guage translation (SLT) task and avoid open-ended genera-
tion. Firstly, to instruct the LLM to perform the translation
task, our prompt includes a concise task instruction, e.g,
“Translate the given sentence into German:”. Note that, dur-
ing the training stage, we further enhance prompt diversity
by paraphrasing and translating the above task instruction
into various other prompts, with the aid of the LLM. More-
over, we employ LLaMA [11] as our LLM, which tends to
generate open-ended content that are unrelated to the trans-
lation task. Thus, to handle this issue, we further include
multilingual translation pairs in our prompt as in-context
examples, which help to regulate the text generation to keep
to the translation task when generating output text. More
precisely, at the start of training, we sample 20 sentences
from the training set and translate them to other languages
(e.g, English, Japanese and Russian) via a translation engine
(e.g., Google Translate), where each of these sentences and
their translations form a paired translation sample. Then, in
each iteration, we randomly select one of these 20 paired
translation samples and append it to the task instruction in
the following prompt format: “Translate the given sentence
into German. The input and response pair is as follows: In-
put: [Input], Response: [Response]”. In the above prompt,
the provided input is the foreign language sentence (e.g.,
English), and the response is the translation in the desired
language (e.g., German for Phoenix2014T dataset). Note
that, at test time, we also sample one paired translation sam-
ple from the 20 training set sentences to assist LLaMA to
handle the SLT task. By providing these multilingual trans-
lation examples to LLaMA, we can encourage LLaMA to
generate output text that are direct translations of the input
sign sentence, without generating superfluous open-ended
content that are unrelated to the translation task.

Next, we provide more details of our codebook recon-
struction. Firstly, to set-up the distance matrix D, we need
to identify r ×m word candidates. To achieve this, we ap-
ply [9] to find the top r × m most frequent character se-
quences (following [13]). We also remark that, we do not
constrain the number of characters that each word-level to-
ken can contain, although we observe that word-level tokens
often consist of 2-6 characters. Note that, for most candi-
date words, each of them contains characters that are all
different from each other (i.e., without duplicates within the
candidate words), which is facilitated by our pre-processing
which removes consecutively repeated tokens.

For the Sign-Text Alignment Loss in Sec. 3.3 of the
main paper, we apply two MMD losses to narrow the over-
all sign-text gap – one for the character-level tokens and
one for word-level tokens. This aligns both character-level
tokens and word-level tokens with the LLM’s text embed-

ding space, facilitating better understanding of them by
LLMs. Specifically, each pre-trained LLM has a tokenizer
that maps each word to an embedding, i.e., a q token in Eq. 6
of main paper. Therefore, by feeding all text in the training
set to tokenizer, we get the set of q tokens. Then, our MMD
loss (in EQ. 6 of main paper) minimizes gap between distri-
butions of the set of p tokens and the set of q tokens, where
the p tokens can be the character-level tokens or the word-
level tokens. In other words, our MMD loss does not rely on
direct correspondence between each specific p and q token.

Here, we describe how we generate an embedding for
each word-level sign token based on its character-level sign
tokens. Specifically, to generate an embedding for the word-
level sign tokens, we employ a recurrent network whose
structure is the same as the recurrent module g in VQ-Sign
module, i.e., one Convolutional Gated Recurrent Layer with
a kernel size of (1, 1). Given a small set of character-level
tokens that combine to form a word-level token, the net-
work recurrently processes the character-level tokens’ em-
beddings, to ultimately produce an embedding for the word-
level sign token. Moreover, to streamline the training pro-
cess, we initialize the weights of this recurrent network with
the pre-trained g from VQ-Sign. Thus, the final recurrent
network is a fine-tuned version of g.

Overall, we conduct the whole training process on 4
NVIDIA RTX A5000 GPU cards within 60 hours.

4. Summary of Word-level Codebook Recon-
struction Algorithm

In Sec. 3.3 of the main paper, we presented the word-
level codebook reconstruction algorithm as part of our CRA
module. Here, we further include a summary of our word-
level codebook reconstruction algorithm in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Word-level Codebook Reconstruc-
tion Algorithm

Input: Character-level codebook Sc, increment m, initial
word-level codebook Sw

0 = Sc
Expansion = True, initial step r = 0, codebook candidates =

[Sw
0 ]

while Expansion do
r = r + 1
Expand codebook size to r ×m
Construct the rth word-level codebook Swr from Sc through

optimal transport formulation
Append Swr to codebook candidates
Calculate the entropy decrease: ∆r = HSwr −HSwr−1

if ∆r > ∆r−1 then
Expansion = False

Output Swr−1 from codebook candidates.



5. Proof of Eq. 4 in Main Paper
In this section, we provide the proof of Eq. 4 in the main
paper. The proof (which follows [13]) starts from the defini-
tion of entropy (Eq. 3 of the main paper), and is as follows:

HSwr = −
∑

wj∈Swr

P (wj) logP (wj) (1)

= −
∑

wj∈Swr

∑
si∈Sc

P (wj , si) logP (wj) (2)

= −
∑

wj∈Swr

∑
si∈Sc

P (wj , si) log

[
P (wj , si) ·

P (wj)

P (wj , si)

]
(3)

= −
∑

wj∈Swr

∑
si∈Sc

P (wj , si) logP (wj , si)

−
∑

wj∈Swr

∑
si∈Sc

P (wj , si) log
P (wj)

P (wj , si)
(4)

= −
∑

wj∈Swr

∑
si∈Sc

P (wj , si) logP (wj , si)

−
∑

wj∈Swr

∑
si∈Sc

P (wj , si)(− log
P (wj , si)

P (wj)
) (5)

= −
∑

wj∈Swr

∑
si∈Sc

P (wj , si) logP (wj , si)

−
∑

wj∈Swr

∑
si∈Sc

P (wj , si)(− logP (si|wj)). (6)

6. Future Work
In this work, inspired by the impressive text generation ca-
pabilities of LLMs [3, 17], we explore leveraging off-the-
shelf LLMs for SLT, by imparting discrete and hierarchi-
cal characteristics to the sign video representations. Fu-
ture works involve exploring other self-supervised learn-
ing strategies [5, 6] for learning discrete representations,
or other ways of incorporating hierarchical structure, e.g.,
grammar induction [12]. Other directions include exploring
such an approach for related tasks such as video captioning
[4, 15] and video understanding [2, 16].
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